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deface 
The present dissertation is devoted to the study of 
"Accelerated Life Test Designs". The subject matter of the 
dissertation has been arranged in five chapters. First chapter 
is of an introductory nature and we discuss the concept of 
reliability, some important statistical probability distribution 
with properties and Bayesian reliability, Prior distribution, 
Posterior distribution with models and Life test plans. 
Chapter second is concerned with the study of 
Accelerated life tests and its importance. Acceleration models 
with some statistical probability distributions and their 
properties, Data and Data Types, Complete and Censored 
Data. 
In third Chapter we apply the Dynamic Bayesian method 
to inference from accelerated life test, and then modify the 
method of extrapolating the failure rate under the normal 
stress to the proportional hazard model and adopt the 
Bayesian viewpoint to incorporate prior information into ALT. 
Chapter four presents a step-stress accelerated life test 
for Weibull distribution with non-constant shape parameter. 
Proposed model is developed for two stress levels. While 
changing the stress, one expects that mean time to 
failure(MTTF) would decrease. Therefore, we choose MTTF as 
a nonnegative and monotonically decreasing function of 
stress. Assuming the scale parameter fixed, the shape 
parameter is function of stress through the link function of 
MTTF. 
Chapter five deals with optimal design of 4-level 
constant-stress accelerated life test plans with various 
censoring times. The optimum plans choose the stress levels, 
test units allocated to each stress, and censoring times to 
minimize the asymptotic variance of the MLE of the mean (log) 
life at design stress and test length. 
References of the books /journals consulted through the task 
are given in the last. 
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CHAPTER 1 
RELIABILITY THEORY 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
It took man 2,50,000 years to arrive at the agricultural revolution, 25,000 
years to arrive at industrial revolution and only 150 years to attain the 
space age. 
And while we really do not know where we will go from here, we know 
for certain that the coming age will involve the use of very large systems. 
Reliability is barely three decades old concept (primarily due to the 
complexity) and is the result of an urgent need. Reliability means safety 
while unreliability causes scheduled delays, inconvenience, customer 
dissatisfaction and loss of national security. As for example a space 
satellite may be rendered as completely useless if a switch fails to 
operate. Reliability has been felt both by the government and industry. 
Although reliability has been defined in many ways 
"Reliability is the probability of an item performing its intended 
function over a given period of time under the operating conditions 
encountered" 
Reliability analyses evaluate the performance of equipment. Besides 
probability, time, and operating conditions quality, workmanship, 
manufacturing process, material, storage, handling and engineering 
changes, deviation in production and inspection, also affect reliability 
The measure of system reliability is the frequency at which failures occur. 
Failure: A failure is an ability of a part or equipment to carry out its 
specified function 
An item can fail in many ways and these failures are classified as follows 
(a) Depending on cause: 
(i) Misuse failure: Failures attributable to the application of stress 
beyond the stated capabilities of the item 
(ii) Inherent weakness failure: Failures attributable to the weakness 
inherent in the item itself when subjected to stresses within stated 
capabilities of the item. 
(b) Depending on time : 
(i) Sudden failures: Failures that could not be anticipated by prior 
examination. 
(ii) Gradual failures: Failures that could be anticipated by prior 
examination. 
(c) Degrees of failures: 
(i) Partial failure: Failure resulting from the deviations in 
characteristics beyond the specified limits not such as to cause 
complete lack of the required function. 
(ii) Complete failures: Failures resulting from the deviations in 
characteristic beyond the specified limits such as to cause complete 
lack of the required Function 
(d) Combination of failures: 
(i) Catastrophic failures: Failures, which are both complete and 
sudden. 
(ii) Degradation failures: Failures, which are both gradual and partial. 
1.2 RELIABILITY FUNCTION 
The probability that the random variable X takes on a value in the interval 
(a, b) is the area under the pdf from a to b, or 
P{a <X<b)= ^fix)dx and f{x) > 0 for all x 
The above equation describes the probability of a failure occurring 
between two different points in time. What would be of greater interest 
would be the probability of a failure occurring before or after a certain 
time. If 'a' were equal to zero, the above equation would return the 
probability of a failure occurring before time b. this introduces the 
concept of the cumulative distribution function, or cdf As the name 
implies, the cdf measures the cumulative probability of a failure 
occuirring before a certain time. The equation of cdf is given by: 
Fix) = P{X<x)=^_^fis)ds 
Note the value of the cdf always approaches 1 as time approaches 
infinity. This is because the area under the curve of pdf is always equal 
to 1 ,and the cdf is essentially measuring the area under the pdf curve 
from zero to the point of interest. 
f(t) 
Probability of Failure 
(Unreliability) Probability of Success 
meliabilttv) 
Random Variable t. time-to-failure 
The cdf measures the area under pdf curve up to a given time, and that the 
area under the pdf curve is always equal to 1. Subtracting the cdf from 1 
would result in the probability of a failure occurring after a given time. 
This is widely used reliability function. Accordingly, the cdf is also 
known as the unreliability function, and represented by the function Q(t). 
Fit) = Q{t) = 1 - R{t) 
Where R{t) is the reliability function 
QmR(thl 
R{t) = - ^ f{s)ds 
The reiiabih'ty function R{T) is thus the probability of survival at time t 
and has the following properties; 
• Q<R{t)<\ 
• /?(0) = 1 and/?(oo) = 0 
• R(t) in general decreases monotonically. 
The reliability is often characterized by certain numerical 
quantities. The most important of these is the mean time to failure of 
failure free operation, which is defined as the mathematical expectation 
of the random variable T: 
We have. 
E{t)=^tf{t)dt 
= lim Ctf{t)dt =>E{T)=^R(t)dt 
r^oo 
1.3 Failure Rate/Hazard Rate Concept 
A failure distribution represents an attempt to describe matliematically 
the length of the life of a material, a structure, or a device. 
LetF(t) be the distribution function of the time to failure random 
variable T, and let / ( / ) be its probability density function. Then the 
hazard rate h{t) is defined as 
m= m \~F{t) 
Here 1 - F{t) is called the reliability at time x and will be denoted by 
either R{t) or F\t). 
The hazard rate, which is a function of time, has a probabilistic 
interptretation; namely h{t)dt represents the probability that a device of 
age X will fail in the interval {t,t + < /^),or 
^a device of age x will fail in the 
interval{t,t + A/)j// has survived upto x 
h{t) = It 
At 
Relation between R(t) and h(t): 
We know 
lf{t)dt = F{t) 
R{t) = l-F{t) = exp\- ^h{t)dt 
Taking derivatives , one obtains 
m^h(t)^xp[-^h{t)dt] 
Three types of failure have been defined by British Standard 
Institution(B.S.I) 
1. Early Failure Period: Initial failure , manifests itself shortly after 
time jc = 0 and gradually begins to decrease during the initial 
period of operation. 
A good example of this type is seen in the standard human 
mortality table, in which it is assumed that up to age of 10 years a 
child can die of hereditary defects but, having lived past this age, 
is almost certainly free of such defects. 
2. Chance Failure Period: Chance failure occurs during the period in 
which a device exhibits a constant failure rate, generally lower than 
that prevailing during the initial period. 
For example, in human mortality tables, it is assumed that deaths 
between the age of 10 and 30 years are generally due to accidents. 
3„ Wear-Out Failure Period: Wear-out failure is associated with the 
gradual depletion of a material or with an accumulation of 
shocks, fatigue and so on. 
For example, in human mortality tables, after the age of 30 years an 
increasing proportion of deaths are attributed to old age. The three 
types of failures have been classically represented by the bath tub 
curve. 
The Bathtub Curve 
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1.4 Statistical failure Models 
1.4.1 The Exponential Failure Law 
The exponential distribution is commonly used for components or 
systems exhibiting a constant failure rate. Suppose that a process 
generates shocks, which are distributed according to the Poisson 
distribution, with a parameter A. The device will fail only if a shock 
occurs and will not fail otherwise. One is interested in the random 
variable T, where T denotes the time interval between the successive 
occurrences of shocks. Here, T represents the time to failure of the 
device. Let 
R(t) = P(T >t) = P[no shocks occured during (0, x)\ 
and !et x = o denote the time when the most recent shock occurred. 
Since the shocks occur according to the postulates of a Poisson 
process, the probability that 0 shock occurs can be obtained as 
Xt R{t) = e .Thus 
P(T<t) = l-l ^, 
f{t) = Xf^ 
A more general form for the exponential distribution can be obtained 
if 
h{t) = 0,^<t<A, 
h{t) = X,x>A. 
Then 
f{t) = ^.f^^'-^\x>A, 
fit) = 0,x<A. 
where A is the shift parameter. 
The Mean or MTTF 
The mean, T, or mean time to failure is given by: 
f=^t.fit)dt 
f=-rt2r^dt 
T = y + -~ = m 
A 
When ;K = 0, the MTTF is the inverse of the exponential distribution's 
constant failure rate. 
The Median 
f = ;K + | 0 . 6 9 3 
The Mode 
T=r 
The Standard deviation: 
A 
The Exponential Reliability Function: The equation for the two-parameter 
exponential cumulative density function, cdf, is given by, 
F(T) = Q(T) = l-r^^'^'~^^ 
R{T) = l-Q(T) = l-^~'^f(T)dT 
R(T) = 1 - ^'^Xi'^^dT = r^^^^~^^ 
The one parameter exponential reliability ftinction is given by, 
L 
R(T)=r^'^=1"' 
The Exponential Conditional Reliability: The exponential conditional 
reliability equation gives the reliability for a mission oft duration, having 
already successfully accumulated T hours of operation up to the start pf 
this new mission. The exponential conditional reliability function is: 
The Exponential Reliable Life: The reliable life /^ for the 1-parameter 
exponential distribution is given by: 
\n[R{tR)] = -Z{tR-r) 
The Exponential Failure Rate Function: The exponential failure rate 
flinction is given by: 
X{T) = ^-^ - - ,,^ , = /I = constant 
R{T) i-MT-r) 
The constant failure rate is the characteristics of the exponential 
distribution. 
1.4.2 The Weibull Failure Law 
The Weibull failure law is a general purpose reliability distribution used 
to model material strength, times to failure of electronic and mechanical 
components, equipment, or systems. The applicability of the exponential 
distribution is limited because of the assumption of a constant hazard rate, 
the family of Weibull distributions can be written to include increasing 
and decreasing hazard rates as well. The three parameter Weibull pdf is 
defined by: 
77 77 
with three parameters, namely p,r],X, where 
P = shape parameter,?] = scale parameter, and y = location parameter 
If / = 0 ,the distribution then becomes the 2 parameter Weibull, or, 
f(t)=l{i-)ii^j 
T] T] 
Weibull Statistical Properties 
The Mean or MTTF: The mean, T (also called MTTF or MTBF by some 
authors) of the Weibull pdf is: 
10 
T = r + r].T 
p ) where 
r(— +1 is the gamma function evaluated at the value of (— +1), 
The gamma function is defined as 
r(«) = _^rV"^^ 
The Median: The median, f, is 
f = -;/ + ;;(ln2)^ 
The Mode: The mode, T, is 
The Standard deviation: The standard deviation, CTJ- is 
^r=^jr(^+i)-r(-^ + i)^  
The Weibull Reliability Function: The equation for the three parameter 
Weibull cumulative density function, cdf, is 
F ( r ) = l - ^ '^  ( ^ ) ^ 
The reliability function of a distribution is simply one minus the cdf, 
R{T) = i '7 i^f 
11 
The Weibull Conditional Reliability Function: The three parameter 
WeibuU reliability function is, 
R{t\T) R{T + t)_i ' 
R{T) ~ (T-r 
\ 1 J 
P 
R{t\T) = l 
This equation gives the reliability for a new mission oft duration, having 
already accumulated T hours of operation up to the start of this n mission. 
It is called conditional because you can calculate the reliability of a new 
mission based the fact that the unit(s) already accumulated T hours of 
operation successfiilly. 
The Reliable Life: The reliable life,r^, of a unit for a specified 
reliability, starting the mission at age zero, is 
This is the life for which the unit will function successfully with a 
reliability of i?(7)j). If R(Tji) = 0.50 then Tj^^f, the median Hfe, or 
the life by which half of the units will survive. 
The Weibull Failure Rate Function: The Weibull failure rate function, 
A{T), is. 
RiT) ri K n J 
12 
1.4.3 Normal Failure Law 
The pdf of the normal distribution is given by, 
1 -H^^f 
f(T) = -j=i 2 ar 
f{T) > 0,-00 <T< 00,-00 < r < ^,C7T^Q 
where, 
/i = T IS the mean of normal times to failure. 
Gf= the standard deviation of the times to failure. 
The Normal Mean, Median and Mode: 
The normal mean or MTTF is actually one of the parameters of the 
distribution, usually denoted as //. Since the normal distribution is 
symmetrical, the median and the mode are always equal to the mean, 
^ = f = f 
The Normal Reliability Function: The reliability for a mission of time T 
for the normal distribution is determined by, 
There is no closed form solution for the normal reliability fiinction. 
Solutions can be obtained via the use of standard normal tables. 
The Normal Conditional Reliability Function: The normal conditional 
reliability function is, 
13 
_ir^ /^ '^  
Once again, the use of standard normal tables for the calculation is 
necessary, as there is no closed form solution. 
The Normal Reliable Life: 
To determine the normal reliable life , one must solve, 
foo 
if>z^'^ 
^ e '^^^^ dt 
Gj-^ln 
The Normal Failure Rate Function: The instantaneous normal failure rate 
is given by, 
\ ~A^) 
R{T) _l(^^] 
1.4.4 The Lognormal Failure Law 
The lognormal distribution is commonly used for general reliability 
analysis, cycles to failure in fatigue, material strengths and loading 
variables in probabilistic design. When the natural logarithms of the times 
to failure are normally distributed, then we say that the data follow the 
lognormal distribution. 
The lognormal distribution is commonly used to model the lives of 
units whose failure modes are of a fatigue stress nature. Since this 
includes most, if not all, mechanical systems, the lognormal distribution 
14 
can have widespread application. Consequently, the lognormal 
distribution is a good companion to the Weibull distribution when 
attempting to model these types of units. A random variable is 
lognormally distributed if the logarithm of the random variable is 
normally distributed. Because of this, there are many mathematical 
similarities between the two distributions. For example, the mathematical 
reasoning for the construction of the probability plotting scales and the 
bias of parameter estimators is very similar for these two distributions. 
Let T be the time to failure random variable of a device, and let 7" = InT 
be distributed normally with parameters //' and cjj Thus, 
1 2I, (T'T f{T')= , 
The lognormal pdf can be obtained, realizing that for equal probabilities 
under the normal and lognormal pdf s incremental areas should also be 
equal, or, 
f{T)dT=f{r)dr (1) 
substituting (2) in (1) we get, 
f{T') f(T) = T 
f(T) = ^ = e 2 ar 
where, 
f(T)>0,T>0-co<^'<c^,c7T'>o 
15 
Lognormal Statistical Properties 
The Mean or MTTF: The mean of the lognormal distribution,// is 
The mean of the natural logarithms of the times to failure,//' in terms of 
T and GJ is given by 
fi' = \n{T)-Un 
( 2 ^ 
^ + 1 
r J 
The Median: The median of the lognomial distribution, T, is 
The Mode: The mode of the lognonnal distribution, f, is 
The Standard Deviation: The standard deviation of the lognormal 
distribution, GJ, is 
The standard deviation of the logarithms of the times to failure, GJ<, is 
0-7-= In ^ ^ . . ^ 
r 
The Lognormal Reliability Function: The reliability for a mission of time 
T, starting at age 0, for the lognormal distribution is determined by 
RiT)-^mdt 
too I 2 
re 
Of ) dt 
Gf-^lTT 
The Lognormal Conditional Reliability Function: The lognormal 
conditional reliability fiinction is , 
1 
R{t\T) = 
e-R{T + t) _^<^+^)(7r-nn: 2 
R{T) 
t 
V^T J 
ds 
\n( e-<T)crT'^ 2 
A 
s- n ds 
The Lognormal Reliable Life: As there is no closed form solution for the 
lognormal reliability equation, no such closed form solution exists for the 
lognormal reliable life either. In order to determine this value, one must 
solve the equation, 
'r = L (T) i—e '^ '' ^ds Gj -sjln 
forT. 
The Lognormal Failure Rate Function: The lognormal failure rate is, 
Kn R{T) ~ 
f 1 
( -V 
dt 
CFfyjlTT 
17 
1.4.5 Generalized Gamma Failure Law 
The generalized gamma function is a three parameter distribution. One 
version of the generahzed gamma distribution uses the parameters k,P, 
and 6. The pdf for this form of the generalized gamma distribution is, 
fit)= 
where <9 > 0 is a scale parameter, /? > 0 and k>0 are shape parameters 
and r(jc) is the gamma function of x, which is defined by, 
with this version of the distribution, however, convergence problems 
arise which severely limit its usefulness. Even with data sets containing 
200 or more data points, the MLE methods may fail to converge. Further 
adding to the confusion is the fact that distributions with widely different 
values of k,^, and 0 may appear almost identical where, 
/i = ln(^) + j l n ( ^ ) 
(7 = — i=and 
P4k 
4k 
where -oo<//<oo,(7>0,and-oo<A<co 
Whiile this makes the distribution converge much more easily in 
computations, it does not facilitate manual manipulation of the equation. 
The pdf of the reparameterized distribution is, 
m- W^ 1 
A- ln(/)-// 
^" 
^•^ r ( - ^ ) .e^ 
A" 
1 
ln(/)-/y 
21 o-
t.G^lTT 
ifA^O 
z//l = 0 
Generalized Gamma Statistical Properties: 
GeneraHzed Gamma Reliability Function: The reliability function for the 
generalized gamma distribution is given by, 
^ /ln(/)-// 
i - n 
R(t) = 
^ J 1 
^^' 'f 
i-o HO-p 
a 
n 
e 
V 
\mz}L\ ^ 
G 
f 'f 
//"A>0 
//•.^ = o 
/ / •A<0 
where, dx 
andr/(^;x) = — F / ^^  '^^ 
where r(jc) is the gamma function of x, 
19 
MTBF is a random quantity "chosen" according to a prior distribution 
model. 
Pro's and Con's for using Bayesian methods: 
While the primary motivation to use Bayesian reliability methods is 
typically a desire to save on test time and materials cost, there are other 
factors that should also be taken in to account. Below summarizes some 
of these " good news" and " bad news" considerations. 
Pro's 
1. Uses prior information- this " makes sense" 
2. If the prior information is encouraging, less new testing may be 
needed to confirm a desired MTBF at a given confidence. 
Confidence intervals are really intervals for the (random) MTBF 
sometimes called "credibility intervals". 
Con's 
1. Prior information may not be accurate- generating misleading 
conclusions. 
2. Way of inputting prior information (choice of prior) may not be 
correct. 
3. Customers may not be accept validity of prior data or engineering 
judgments. 
4. There is no one "correct v\a}'' of inputting prior information and 
different approaches can give different results. 
Results aren't objective and don't stand by themselves. 
1.6 BAYES ESTIMATORS 
1.6.1 Exponential Distribution 
Consider two-parameter exponential density with pdf 
23 
/ (x | / / , ^ )=-exp | L™f-(^-/") 
e 
; ~CO<JU<X<CC,0>O 
Let xM < Jc/2) < < ^(r) be the first r failure times. Then, 
£ ( x y - / / ) + («-r ) (x( , ) - / / ) 
L[x\/j,0) = 
{n-r).0' -exp-
z-1 
0 
K 
= —exp 
3' 
-~{S-^M\)-M)} e 
where 'S' = 2^(JC(A-A:MJ+(«-r)(A:(^)-xMJ and A^  is a normalizing 
constant. 
1 
Let g{/j.,6)cc—, - CO < ju <co, a,6>0 be the quasi-prior 
distribution. 
The posterior distribution of (^,0) is given by 
K 
n(6',/i|x)=-7737 exp 
0 r+a 
-{S + nx(i) - n^} 
where 
_T{r + a-2) 
r+a-2 nS 
Bayes estimator is given by 
(1) = xh\- n{r + a - 3) 
r + <3>3. 
24 
1.6.2 Weibull Distribution 
Consider the Weibull pdf given by 
f{x\p,e)=^xP-^^xv[-^\ , X, p, e>o 
Let the shape parameter p be known and let 
'(-/J expl /ni 
0' 
be the prior distribution of 0. The posterior of 0 
exp ^  z^^+«^ 
n{o\x)=K- 0 
where 
exp 
'^ -'=r 
0 
1 
n+c 
x^ +a 
0 
0 n+c 
-d0 = T(n + c-\) fe x^ +aj \i+c-l 
n(d\x)= 
il-"^-)' +c-\ exp ^x^ +a 0 
r{n + c-l) 0"^' 
and Bayes estimator of 0 is 
•P 
, 0>O 
* S^ '^ '"^  0 = 
n + c-1 
25 
1.6.3 Normal Distribution 
Consider a two-parameter normal distribution 
1 I 1 f{x\M,o-y- i rexp iTtor' la' (x - /^) k - c» < X < 00, -oo<//<oo, cr>0 
Let g{/j.,(7)cc\ y „i c> 0 be the prior distribution. 
The joint posterior of /2 and a is given by 
K 
n(/^.H^)=—Tirexp 
a n+c 
1 
2a' 
A + n\x - [if 
where, 4^ = ^ (x/ - xj 
/-I 
and 
'^ -'^ f-
exp 
20-^  
a n+c [ 2a 
dfj. da 
\2^2^"^'-'^^'^ Jn-+c-2\ 
n ' /n+c-4]/2 [ 2 j 
Marginal posterior of a is 
n(cT|x)= 2a'^) 
2(«+c-4)/2p (n + c-2\n+c-\ 
2 J 
Bayes estimator of cr, 
r r « + c - 3 ^ 
V y 
2 /'« + c-2^ 
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The marginal posterior of // is 
1 
nM=J~ 
\2 1 + 
n[x - juj 
A 
(;;T^=I]7Y'-^<^<°° 
Bayes estimator of /j. is 
M \A 1 n+c-2 - 9 ^ J-oo 
S 
X F=? 
n J 
dt 
.2 A 
1 + 
n-\ 
{n+c-\)l2 
J 
1.7 LIFE TEST PLANS 
1. Optimum Plan: Optimal plans yield the most accurate estimates of life 
at the design stress. The optimum plan does not take in to account the 
lengil^ h^ or cost of the test. The optimum stress levels are the minimum and 
maximum in the allowed test range. Intermediate levels are not used 
Extrapolation Factor: For a stress level x, define the extrapolating factor 
^ = {XH-XWH-^LY 
xi lowest stress level 
x// highest stress level 
Optimum Allocation: Let p denote the proportion tested at xi[^ = \); 
\-p are tested at xij(^ = Q). Thus the A - = W " W x 
values of the specimens are ^i = = ^nm - 1 ^^^ ^pn+\ - ~^n -^•> 
and 
Far[m(xo)J = 1 + a 
2. Traditional Plans: Traditional plans consist of equally spaced test 
stress levels, each with the same number of specimens. 
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Two stress levels: For two levels with equal allocation (n/2 specimens at 
each level), ^i = = ^L/^^ = 1, and ^( /^)+i = = 4 = 0 - Then 
Far2kxo)]=[l + 4(#o - 0.5)2 p / 
Three stress levels: For three equally spaced levels with equal allocation 
(n/3 specimens at each level), 
Then 
F^^kxo)]=[l + 6(4-0.5)2Jo-^ 
3. Good Test Plans; Good compromise plans run more specimens at low 
stress than at high stress. A good plan should be multi-purpose and 
robust and provide accurate estimates. Such a plan consists of three opr 
four equally spaced test levels with unequal allocation. Such unequal 
allocation puts more specimens at the extremes of the test range and 
fewer in the middle. Also, allocate more specimens to the lowest level; 
this is especially effective if the design stress is close to the test range. 
More specimens at the lowest test level results in the longer test time until 
all specimens fail. The time to complete the test can be controlled in part 
by the choice of the lowest test stress level. 
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CHAPTER-2 
ACCELERATED LIFE TEST 
2.1 Accelerated life testing 
Traditional life data analysis involves analyzing times to failure 
data(of product, a system or component) obtained under normal operating 
conditions in order to quantify the life characteristics of the product, 
system or component. In many situations, and for many reasons, such 
life data (or times to failure data) is very difficult, if not impossible to 
obtain. The reasons for this difficulty can include the long life times of 
today's products, the small time period between design and release and 
the challenge of testing products that are used continuously under normal 
conditions. Given this difficulty, and the need to observe failures of 
products to better understand their failure modes and their life 
characteristics, reliability practitioners have attempted to devise methods 
to force these products to fail more quickly than they would under normal 
use conditions. In other words, they have attempted to accelerate their 
failures. Over the years, the term accelerated life testing has been used to 
describe all such practices. A variety of methods that serve different 
purposes have been termed "accelerated life testing". Accelerated life 
testing involves acceleration of failures with the single purpose of 
quantification of the life characteristics of the product at normal use 
conditions. 
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2.2 Types of Accelerated Tests 
(1) Qualitative accelerated life testing: Qualitative tests are tests that 
yield failure information(or failure modes) only. They have been referred 
to by many names including: 
• Elephant tests 
• Torture tests 
• HALT tests 
• Shake and bake test 
Qualitative tests are performed on small samples with the specimens 
subjected to a single severe level of stress, to a number of stresses or to a 
time verifying stress(i.e. stress cycling, cold to hot, etc.) If the specimen 
survives, it passes the test. Otherwise, appropriate actions will be taken to 
improve the products design in order to eliminate the cause(s) of failure. 
Qualitative tests are used primarily to reveal probable failure modes. A 
good qualitative test is one that quickly reveals those failure modes that 
will occur during the life of the product under normal use conditions. In 
general, qualitative tests are not designed to yield life data that can be 
used in subsequent quantitative accelerated life data analysis. In general, 
qualitative tests do not quantify the life(or reliability) characteristics of 
the product under normal use conditions, however, they provide valuable 
information as to the types and level of stresses one may wish to employ 
during a subsequent quantitative test. 
Benefits And Drawbacks of Qualitative Tests 
1. Benefit: Increase reliability by revealing probable failure mode 
2. Provide valuable feedback in designing quantitative tests and in 
many cases they are a precursor to a quantitative test. 
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(2) Quantitative Accelerated Life Testing: Quantitative accelerated life 
testing(QALT) unlike the qualitative testing methods described 
previously, consists of tests designed to quantify the life 
characteristics of the product, component or system under normal use 
conditions and thereby provide reliability information. Reliability 
information can include the determination of the probability of failure 
of the product under use conditions, mean life under use conditions 
and projected returns and warranty costs. It can also be used to assist 
in the performance of risk assessments, design comparisons,etc. 
Quantitative accelerated life testing can take the fonn of usage rate 
acceleration or overstress acceleration. 
Usage Rate Acceleration: For products that do not operate continuously 
under normal conditions, if the test units are operated continuously, 
failures are encountered earlier than if the units were tested at normal 
usage. For example, a microwave oven operates for small periods of time 
every day. One can accelerate a test on microwave ovens by operating 
them more frequently until failure. The same could be said of washers. To 
simplify the example, other stresses or secondary effects that might be 
encountered, such as turning the unit on and off, or overheating due to 
continuous. The practitioner should take these effects into account when 
the test is formulated. To overcome this challenge, the test washer should 
run their cycles with 30 minute rest periods to take other stresses into 
account. 
Overstress Acceleration: For products with very high or continuous 
usage, the accelerated life testing practitioner must stimulate the product 
to fail in a life test. This is accomplished by applying stress(es) that 
exceed the stress(es) that a product will encounter under normal use 
conditions. The times to failure data obtained under these conditions is 
then used to extrapolate to use conditions. Accelerated life tests can be 
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performed at high or low temperature, humidity, voltage, pressure, 
vibration, etc. in order to accelerate or stimulate the failure mechanisms. 
Stresses and Stress Levels: Accelerated life test stresses and stress levels 
should be chosen so that they accelerate the failure modes under 
consideration but do not introduce failure modes that would never occur 
under use conditions. Normally, these stress levels will fall outside the 
product specification limits but inside he design limits as illustrated next: 
C/) 
- » — > 
CO 
Destruct Limits 
Design Limits 
Specification Limits 
Design Limits 
Destruct Limits 
Typical stress range for a component, product or system 
This choice of stress and stress levels and the process of setting up the 
experiment is of the utmost importance. It is clear that as the stress used 
in an accelerated test becomes higher the required test duration decreases. 
However, as the stress level moves farther away from the use conditions, 
the uncertainty in the extrapolation increases. Confidence intervals 
provide a measure of the uncertainty in extrapolation. 
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2.3 Acceleration Models 
The use of accelerated life testing to make inferences about the 
normal use life distribution requires a model to relate the life length to the 
stress levels that are to be to be applied to the item being tested. This 
model is referred to as the acceleration model. 
2.4 Types of Model: 
2.4.1 Arrhenius Model 
Arrhenius life-stress model(or relationship) is probably the most 
common life-stress relationship utilized in accelerated life testing. It has 
been widely used when the stimulus or acceleration variable(or stress) is 
thermal. It is derived from the Arrhenius reaction rate equation proposed 
by the Swedish physical chemist Svandte Arrhenius in 1887. The reaction 
rate is given by: 
R(T) = Ae^ (1) 
where, 
R is the speed of reaction, 
A is an unknown nonthermal constant, 
E^ is the activation energy (e ), 
K is the Boltzmann's constant(8.617385x lO'^eVK'^) and 
T is the absolute Kelvin temperature 
The activation energy is the energy that a molecule must have to 
panticipate in the reaction. In other words, the activation energy is a 
measure of the effect that temperature has on the reaction. The Arrhenius 
life-stress model is formulated by assuming that life is proportional to the 
inverse reaction rate of the process, thus the Arrhenius life-stress 
relationship is given by: 
L(V) = Ce' (2) 
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where 
L represents a quantifiable life measure, such as mean life, 
characteristics life, median life or B{x) life, etc. 
V represents the stress level. 
C is one of the model parameters to be determined, (C > 0) 
B is another model parameter to be determined. 
Arrlienius Exponential 
The pdf of the 1-parameter exponential distribution is given by: 
m=^'^ (3) 
Meam life, X = — (4) 
m 
Thus 
/ ( 0 = -^"^ (5) 
m 
The Arrhenius- exponential model pdf can then be obtained by setting 
m = L{V) in Eq.(2). Therefore, 
m = L{V) = Ce^ 
Substituting for m in Eq.(5) yields a pdf that is both a function of time 
and stress. 
f(t J)=—£'•' 
Ce V 
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Arrhenius Exponential statistical Properties 
Mean or MTTF: The mean, T, or mean time to failure(MTTF) of the 
Arrhenius-exponential is given by: 
i__ 
T = ^t.f(t,v)dt = f / . - ^ e ^^V/ 
Ce^ (6) 
Median; The median, T, of the Arrhenius-exponential is given by: 
f = 0.693 .Ce^ 
Mode: The mode, 7", of the Arrhenius-exponential is given by: 
f = 0 
Standard Deviation: The standard deviation, <J^ , of the Arrhenius-
exponential is given by: 
b 
a J. = Ce" 
Arrhenius-Exponential Reliability Function: The Arrhenius exponential 
reliability function is given by: 
RiT, V) = e ''^ 
Conditional Reliability: The Arrhenius exponential conditional reliability 
function is given by: 
^" ' R{T,V) e'' 
Reliable Life: For the Arrhenius exponential, the reliable life, or the 
mission for a desired reliability goal, t^, is given by 
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'R 
ln[«(?,F)]=-\ 
Ce' 
t, = -Ce^ \n[R(t,V)] 
Arrhenius Weibull 
The pdf for 2-parameter Weibull distribution is given by: 
B t - (^ / 
77 ;; 
(8) 
The scale parameter (or characteristics life) of the Weibull distribution is 
J]. The Arrhenius-Weibull model pdf can then be obtained by 
setting rj = L(V) in Eq. (2) 
7 = L{V) = cJ 
substituting for 7/ in Eq.(8), 
f(t,V) = B 
B 
.Ce'} 
Arrhenius Weibull Statistical Properties 
Mean or MTTF: The mean, T, of the Arrhenius-Weibull relationship is 
given by: 
r = c.(?'.r (\ + 1' 
P ) 
Median: The median, f for the Arrhenius-Weibull is given by: 
f = C.^^(ln2/ (9) 
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Mode: The mode, T for the Arrhenius-Weibull is given by: 
/ 1 Y 
T = C.e' 1 -
fi 
(10) 
y 
Standard Deviation: The standard deviation, (Jj. for the Arrhenius-
Weibull is given by: 
(r, = c.e>-vr(f+i)-(r(i+i)r 
Arrhenius-Weibull Reliability function is given by: 
B 
R{T,V) = e 
If the parameter B is positive, then the reliability increases as stress 
decreases. 
Conditional Reliability: The conditional reliability function at a specified 
stress level is given by 
R(r,t,n = R(T + t,V)_e R{TJ) 
T+t 
1 
B B 
(11) 
RiTjJ) = e 
Reliable Life: For the Arrhenius-Weibull relationship, the reliable life, 
7^, of a unit for a specified reliability and starting the mission at age zero 
is given by: 
T,=cJ{-\n[R{T,,V)p (12) 
This is the life for which the unit will function successfully with a 
reliability of R{T^). If R{T^) = 0.50 then T^=f, the median life, or 
the life by which half of the units will survive. 
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Arrhenius-Weibull Failure Rate Function: The Arrhenius-WeibuU rate 
function, yi(T), is given by: 
HT,V) f{TJ) P 
f J ^^-• 
\C.e' J RiT,V) cJ 
Arrhenius Lognormai 
The pdf of the lognormai distribution is given by 
f(T) = 1 
T'-T 
(13) 
where T = \n{T), 
T = times to failure 
and 
7' = mean of the natural logarithms of the times-to-failure. 
^r= standard deviation of the natural logarithms of the times-to 
failure. 
The median of the lognormai distribution is given by: 
T = e' (14) 
The Arrhenius-lognormal model pdf can be obtained first by setting f= 
L(V) in Eqn. (1). Therefore, 
f = L(V) = CJ or 
e' = Ce' 
Thus, 
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T =ln(C) + -
V 
(15) 
Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (16) yields the Arrhenius-lognormal model 
pdfor, 
f{T,V) = 1 
r'-ln(C)— V 
e ' 
TG^ 42n 
(16) 
Note that in Eq. (16), it was assumed that the standard deviation of the 
natural logarithms of the times-to-failure, '^fis independent of stress. 
This assumption implies that the shape of the distribution does not change 
with stress {^r is the shape parameter of the lognormal distribution). 
Arrhenius-Lognormal Statistical Properties Summary 
The Mean: The mean life of the Arrhenius-lognormal model (mean of 
the times-to-failure), f, is given by: 
T = e 2 T-^ 
T = e 
HO+f+jcTT ,2 
(17) 
The mean of the natural logarithms of the times-to-failure, f, in terms 
of r and ^ris given by: 
r=in(r)--in + 1 r 
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Standard Deviation: Tiie standard deviation of tlie Arrhenius-lognormal 
model, T ^  is given by: 
a,=^{e''-r^Xer^-\) 
(7^=i(e 2(ln(C)+| )+<7„2. . <T ,^2 v r ){e^~\) (18) 
The standard deviation of the natural logarithms of the times to failure, 
T ^ in terms of T and T is given by: 
,Gr G, = J l n ( ^ + l) 
Mode: The mode of the Arrhenius-lognormal model is given by: 
T -tyj T^e 
T = e 
ln(C)+|-<T7-' 
Lognormal Reliability: The reliability for a mission of time T ^ starting at 
age 0, for the Arrhenius-lognormal model is determined by: 
R{T,V) = ^f{tJ)dt 
t-\n{C)- BY 
R{T,V) = ^  crj 
Gr 4ln 
e ' dt 
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There is no closed form solution for the lognormal reliability function. 
Solutions can be obtained via the use of standard normal tables 
Reliable Life: For the Arrhenius-lognormal model, the reliable life, or the 
mission duration for a desired reliability goal, ^Ris estimated by first 
solving the reliability equation with respect to time, as follows, 
7)j'=ln(C) + | + z V 
where Z = <^-^[F(T;,V)] 
and 0 ( 7 ) = - ^ I '^ ' 'e ^ dt 
Jn-rr J-C 
since T= ln{T), the reliable life, tji, is given by 
t,=e TR 
Lognormal Failure Rate: The Arrhenius-lognormal failure rate is given 
f(T,V) 
by: W,V) = R(T,V) 
r'-ln(C)— 
V 
07 
KT,V) = TcFj v 2 ^ 
e ' 
by: 
r D 
r-ln(c)--
(Tf 
1 e ' dt 
a J. v 2 ^ 
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2.4.2 Eyring Relationship 
The Eyring model was formulated from quantum mechanics principles 
and is most often used when thermal stress (temperature) is the 
acceleration variable. However, the Eyring relationship is also often used 
for stress variables other than temperature, such as humidity. The 
relationship is given by: 
L(V) = ^e^ '^ (1) 
where, 
L represents a quantitiable life measure, such mean life, characteristic 
life, median life, 5(x)life, etc. 
V represents the stress level (temperature values in absolute units, i.e. 
degrees Kelvin or degrees Rankine) 
A is one of the model parameters to be determined, 
B is another model parameter to be determined. 
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Fig. 1: Graphical looit at the Eyring relationship (linear scale), at different life characteristics 
and with a Weibull life distribution. 
The Eyring relationship is similar to the Arrhenius relationship. This 
similarity is more apparent if Eq. (1) is rewritten in the following way: 
L(V) = ^eiA-f) 
L{V) = —e' 
V 
1 ^ 
or, L(V) = — const.e^ (2) 
The Arrhenius relationship is given by: 
LiV) = C.e' 
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Ern^ 'ing Exponential 
ThQpdfofthQ 1-parameter exponential distribution is given by: 
fit) = X.e" 
It can be easily shown that the mean life for the 1-parameter exponential 
distribution is given by: 
thus, 
X = - (3) 
m 
m^-.e'"' (4) 
m 
The Eyring-exponential model pdf can then be obtained by setting 
m-^L(V)mE(\.{\\ 
1 -[A-S] 
m = L{V) = -e^ '' 
V 
and substituting for m in Eq. (4), 
/(,r) = rJ-'l>^*' (5) 
Eyring Exponential Statistical Properties Summary 
Mean or MTTF: The mean, T, or mean time to failure (MTTF) for the 
Eyring-exponential relationship is given by: 
f = ^Lf{t,V)dt 
T = jt.vJ '^e"' ' dt 
V 
Median: The median, f for the Eyring-exponential relationship is given 
by: 
V 
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Mode: The mode, f for the Eyring-exponential relationship is f" = 0. 
Standard Deviation: The standard deviation, <^ r, for the Eyring-
exponential relationship is given by: 
' V 
Eyring-Exponential Reliability Function: The Eyring-exponential 
reliability function is given by: 
This fiinction is the complement of the Eyring-exponential cumulative 
distribution function or, 
R(T,V) = \-Q(T,V) = \-if{J,V)dT 
and, 
Conditional Reliability: The conditional reliability function for the 
Eyring-exponential relationship is given by: 
R(T, V) e'' 
Reliable Life: For the Eyring-exponential relationship, the reliable life, or 
the mission duration for a desired reliability goal, Z^?, is given by: 
-' iA-f.) 
— r, Rye I R(t„V) = e 
\n[R(l„V)] = -t,.V.e 
or, t,=-U"'\n[R{t„V)] 
(1-f) 
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Errying Weibull 
Thepdf for 2-parameter Weibull distribution is given by: 
fit) pit y (6) 
The scale parameter (or characteristic life) of the Weibull distribution is 
7. The Eyring-Weibull model j9<:^ can then be obtained by setting 7^= L{V) 
inEq. (1), 
7 = i(F) = i."'"'' 
or, 1 = F>-'' 
Substituting for 7into Eq. (6), 
fit,v) = py.e B)r ty.e 
B\\P 
J 
{ {A-B\\ 
Errying Weibull Statistical Properties Summary 
Mean or MTTF: The mean, f, or mean time to failure (MTTF) for the 
Eirrying-Weibull relationship is given by: 
T ' -(--Fir T = — e .r 
V 
( 
+ 1 
; 
1 
r(^+i). (4+1) 
where P is the gamma function evaluated at the value of P 
Median: The median, /for the Errying-Weibull relationship is given by: 
f = l.-'^%2)> (7) 
Mode: The mode, f for the Errying-Weibull relationship is given by: 
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T=-e 
V 
1 -i-?Y. iv^ 
1 
P, 
(8) 
Standard Deviation: The standard deviation, <^ rfor the Errying-Wei bull 
relationship is given by: 
1 -(-f) rf 
p 
+1 
f 
r 
A 
^ 
P 
+ 1 
A^  
J J 
Errying-Weibull Reliability Function: The Errying-Weibull reliability 
function is given by: 
f,„ {'4\ 
R{T,V) = e 
V.T.e 
Conditional Reliability Function: The Errying-Weibull conditional 
reliability function at a specified stress level is given by: 
R{TJJ)- RiT + t,V)_e 
R{TJ) 
{T+I)ye 
or, R{TjJ) = e 
{T+l).V.e '- (A--) V.T.e y 
Reliable Life: For the Errying-Weibull relationship, the reliable life, i^?, of 
a unit for a specified reliability and starting the mission at age zero is 
given by: 
T,=^e^'~'\~HR{T,J)]}l (9) 
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Errying-Weibull Failure Rate Function: The Errying-Weibull failure rate 
function, X{T), is given by: 
^ ^ R(T,v) y J 
Errying Lognormal 
Tiiejc't^of the lognormal distribution is given by: 
— 7 
f(T) = -^e''^'-' (10) 
where, 
r=in(r) 
r = times-to-failure 
f = mean of the natural logarithms of the times-to-failure 
* r^ = standard deviation of the natural logarithms of the times-to-
failure. 
The Errying-lognormal model pdf can be obtained first by setting 
f=I(r;inEq.(l).Therefore, 
T = L(V) = -e^ '^ 
V 
V 
Thus, r = - l n ( F ) - ^ + ^  (11) 
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) yields the Errying-lognormal model 
pdfoT, 
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f(T,V) 1 
T'+\n(V)+A- B) 
ar 
e ' 
Errying-Lognormal Statistical Properties Summary 
The Mean: The mean Hfe of the Errying-lognormal model (mean of the 
times-to-failure), f, is given by: 
T = e ^ 
— -ln(y)-/(+|+-crr'2 
T = e (12) 
The mean of the natural logarithms of the times-to-failure, f, in terms of 
T and "^ris given by: 
r = i n ( r ) - - l n + 1 
2 U ; 
The Median: The median of the lognormal distribution is given by: 
f = e' (13) 
The Standard Deviation: The standard deviation of the Eyring-lognormal 
model (standard deviation of the times-to-failure), ^7", is given by: 
C7,=VI^''^'^^'k^'-l (14) 
cr^ =J\ e 
ly-lniVyA+^yaj'^ ^ 
aj 
-1 
The standard deviation of the natural logarithms of the times-to-failure, 
^T, in terms of fand <^ ris given by: 
<Jr'=Jln 
f 2 \ 
\ ^ J 
The Mode: The mode of the Errying-lognormal model is given by: 
T ^e T'-aj' 
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1 -e ' 
Errying-Lognormal Reliability Function: The reliability for a mission of 
time T, starting at age 0, for the Eyring-lognormal model is determined 
by: 
R{T,V) = j ^ 
B\^ 
(J. '42n 
dt 
T 
There is no closed form solution for the lognormal reliability function. 
Solutions can be obtained via the use of standard normal tables. 
Reliable Life: For the Errying-lognormal model, the reliable life or the 
mission duration for a desired reliability goal, ^K\s estimated by first 
solving the reliability equation with respect to time, as follows, 
r;=-in(n-^+|+z.cr/ 
v^here, 
and, <^(z) = -^l'^"e'ht 
Since T= In (7) the reliable life, ^R, is given by: 
t =e^'^' 
Eyring-Lognormal Failure Rate: The Eyring-lognormal failure rate is 
given by: 
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^^^^^^^f(T,V) _ ^.c7/^/2^ 
1 ' 2 '^' 
e ^ 
By" 
R{T,V) 
1 
r+\n(V)+A 
cr-p' 
BS^ 
'cr 'V2 
dt 
n T 
2.4.3 Inverse Power Law Relationship Introduction: 
The Inverse power law(IPL) model is commonly used for non-thermal 
accelerated stresses and is given by: 
L(F) = — (1) 
where, 
L represents a quantifiable life measure, such as mean life, median life, 
B{x) life, etc., 
V represents the stress level, 
K is one of the model parameters to be determined, (A!^  > o)and, 
n is another model parameter to be determined. It is a measure of the 
effect of the stress on the life. 
The inverse power law appears as a straight line when plotted on a log-
paper. The equation of the line is given by: 
ln(I) = - in ( i^ ) -« ln(F) (2) 
IPL Exponential 
The IPL-exponential model can be derived by setting m - L{V) in Eq., 
yielding the following IPL-exponential pdf, 
f(t,V) = KV"e-''"' 
The failure rate (the parameter of the exponential distribution) of the 
model is simply X= .^f^and is only a function of stress. 
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IPL-Exponential Statistical Properties Summary 
Mean or MTTF: The mean, T, or mean time to failure (MTTF) for the 
IPL-exponential relationship is given by: 
f = ^t.fit, V)dt - ^t.KV"e-''"'dt 
1 
T 
KV" 
Note that the MTTF is a function of stress only and is simply equal to the 
IPL relationship (which is the original assumption), when using the 
exponential distribution. 
Median: The median, f for the IPL-exponential relationship is given by: 
f - 0 . 6 9 3 — 
KV" 
Mode: The mode, f for the IPL-exponential relationship is given by: 
f = 0 
Standard Deviation: The standard deviation, °T, for the IPL-exponential 
relationship is given by: 
1 
(7^ = 
' KV" 
IPL-Exponential Reliability Function: The IPL-exponential reliability 
function is given by: 
R{T,V)=^e'''" 
This function is the complement of the IPL-exponential cumulative 
distribution function, 
R(T,V) = \-Q(T,V) 
R(T,V) = \-[f{T,V)dT, or, 
R(T,V) = \-[KV'e-'""'dT = e-"'"' 
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Conditional Reliability: The conditional reliability function for the IPL 
exponential relationship is given by: 
RiT + t,V) e'^'^'^ 
R(T,t,V) = 
R(T,V) e -AT 
Reliable Life: For the IPL exponential relationship, the reliable life or the 
mission duration for a desired reliability goal, /^  is given by: 
R{t„V) = e-''"'^ 
\n[R(tJ)] = -KVt, , or, 
IPL WeibuU 
The IPL- Weibull model can be derived by setting ?] = L{V), yielding 
the following IPL-Weibull pdf, 
f(t,V) = j3KV"(KV"ty-'e-'"'"''' 
This is a three parameter model. Therefore it is more flexible but it also 
requires more laborious techniques for parameter estimation. The IPL-
Weibull model yields the IPL-exponential model for y^  = 1 
IPL-Weibull Statistical Properties 
Mean or MTTF: The mean, T, of the IPL- Weibull relationship is given 
by: 
KV" U J 
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where r(—f-1) is the eamma function evaluated at the value of 
P 
Median: The median, T, of the IPL-Weibuil relationship is given by: 
r=: 1 
KV" 
(In 2)^ (3) 
Mode: The mode, T of the IPL-Weibull relationship is given by: 
f 1 1 ^ 
Standard Deviation: The standard deviation, cr^  of the IPL-WeibulI 
relationship is given by: 
1 r 
a J. = 
KV" P 
+ 1 
f 
\t^ J 
f 
r 
P 
w 
+1 
J 
IPL-WeibuU Reliability Function: The IPL- WeibuU function is given by: 
Conditional Reliability Function: The IPL-Weibull conditional reliability 
function at a specified stress level is given by: 
RiT + t,V) e -\KV'^(T^t)f 
RiT,t,V) = (T,V) -(KV"T)P 
or, R{T,t,V) = e _ ^-l{KV"(T+l))^-{KV"T)/^^ 
Reliable Life: For the IPL-Weibull relationship, the reliable life, 7]^ , of a 
unit for a specified reliability and starting the mission at age zero is given 
by: 
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IPL=Weibull Failure Rate Function: The IPL-Weibull failure rate 
function, ^{T), is given by: 
X(T, V) = i^^^ = BKV"(KV"Ty-' 
RiTJ) 
2.4.3c IPL Lognormal 
The pdf of the lognormal distribution is given by: 
1 2 
r-f'^ 
where, 
T = \n{T), 
T = times to failure, 
T = mean of the natural logarithms of the times to failure, 
CTf' = standard deviation of the natural logarithms of the times to 
failure 
The median of the lognormal distribution is given by: 
f = e'' (7) 
The IPL-lognormal model pdf can be obtained first by setting T = L(V) 
in Eq. (30). Therefore, 
or, / = — ^ <^/^- -V*^^ 
Thus, r=-\n{K)-n\n{V) (8) 
Substituting Eq.(8) into Eq.(6) yields the IPL-lognormal model pdf or, 
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MV)- —F=e '^ 
Ta;^2jr 
IPL-Lognormal Statistical Properties 
The Mean: The mean life of the IPL-lognormal model (mean of the 
times to failure), T, is given by: 
T = e ^ 
(9) 
T = e 
-\n{K)-n\n{V)+^CTT'^ 
The mean of the natural logarithms of the times to failure, T\ in terms of 
T and Cj. is given by: 
r = l n ( r ) - i l n 
T J 
Standard deviation: The standard deviation of the IPL-lognormal model 
<Jj, is given by: 
(T. =\\e .ir+af-
If 2(-HK)-nHn+aT-^]\f 2 \ (10) 
The standard deviation of the natural logarithms of the times to failure, 
(7j.\ in terms of T and Cj. is given by: 
o-'= Jin 
A 2 \ 
5 . + 1 
V T J 
The Mode: The mode of the IPL-lognormal is given by: 
~ f'-a 1 
T = e "" 
_ -\n(K)-n\n{V)-aT'-T=e 
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IPL Lognormal Reliability: The reliability for a mission of time 
r,starting at age O,for the IPL-Lognormal model is determined by: 
R(T,V)=^fit,V)dt 
Reliable Life: The reliable life, or the mission duration for a desired 
reliability goal, tj^ is estimated by first solving the reliability equation 
with respect to time, as follows, 
7; '=-ln(A:)-A7ln(F) + z . ( j / 
where, 
z=(i)-'[F(r;,F)] 
and, 
I -^ 
Since V— ln(7') the reliable life, Z ,^ is given by: 
''R *^  
Lognormal Failure Rate : The lognormal failure rate is given by: 
A{T,V) = ^^'^'^^ 
R{T,V) 
1 ](T'-i-in{k'Unln{l-)'''^ 
XiT,V) = -^^^^ 
e 
' e'^ -^^ >dt 
Gr42n: 
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2.5 Data and Data Types: 
Statistical models rely extensively on data to make predictions. In our 
case, the models are the statistical distributions and the data are the life 
data or times-to-failure data of our product. The accuracy of any 
prediction is directly proportional to the quality and accuracy and 
completeness of the supplied data. Good data, along with the appropriate 
model choice, usually results in good predictions. Bad or insufficient data 
will almost always result in bad predictions. In the analysis of life data, 
we want to use all available data, which sometimes is incomplete or 
includes uncertainty as to when a failure occurred. To accomplish this, 
we separate life data into two categories: complete (all information is 
available) or censored (some of the information is missing). This chapter 
details these data classification methods. 
2.6 Data Classification: 
Most types of non life data, as well as some life data, are what we term as 
complete data. Complete data means that the value of each sample unit is 
observed or known. In many cases, life data contains uncertainty as to 
when exactly an event happened, i.e. the unit failed. Data containing such 
uncertainty as to exactly when the event happened is termed as censored 
data. 
2.6.1 Complete Data 
Complete data means that the value of each sample unit is observed or 
known. For example, if we had to compute the average test score for a 
sample of 10 students, complete data would consist of the known score 
for each student. Likewise in the case of life data analysis, our data (if 
complete) would be comprised of the times-to-failure of all units in our 
sample. For example, if we tested five units and they all failed (and their 
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time-to-failure were recorded), we would then have complete information 
as to the time of each failure in the sample. 
Unft1 
Unit 2 
Unit 3 
Unft4 
Units 
Complete Data 
• ^ F i^ted 
•XF^ted 
- « X Failed 
-XFaRed 
-KFaHed 
Time 
Complete data is much easier to work with than censored data. For 
example, it would be much harder to compute the average test score of 
the students if our data was not complete, i.e. what is the average test 
score given scores of 30, 80, 60, 90, 95, three scores greater than 50, a 
score that is less than 70 and a score that is between 60 and 80. 
2.6.2 Censored Data 
In many cases when life data are analyzed, all of the units in the sample 
may not have failed, i.e. the event of interest was not observed or the 
exact times-to-failure of all the units are not known. This type of data is 
commonly called censored data. There are three types of possible 
censoring schemes, right censored data (also called suspended data), 
interval censored data and left censored data. 
Censored Type I Data or Right Censored (Suspended) 
The most common case of censoring is what is referred to as right-
censored data, or suspended data. In the case of life data, these data are 
composed of units that did not fail. For example, if we tested five units 
and only three had failed by the end of the test, we would have suspended 
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data (or right censored data) for the two un-failed units. The term "right 
censored" implies that the event of interest, {i.e. the time-to-failure) is to 
the right of our data point. In other words, if the units kept on operating, 
the failure would occur at some time after our data point (or to the right 
on the time scale). 
During the T hour of test we observe r failures (where r can be any 
number from (Oton). The (exact) failure times are t^,t^, J^ and 
there are (n — r) units that survived the entire 7-hour test without failing 
will occur until the test is run. Note also that we assume the exact times 
of failure are recorded when there are failures. 
Unft1 
Unit 2 
Unit 3 
Unit 4 
Unit 5 
Xim WHh Right Censoring (Suspensions) 
• • Running 
- X Failed 
—XFaited 
• • Running 
-^Failed 
Time 
Interval Censored 
The second type of censoring is commonly called interval-censored data. 
Interval censored data reflects uncertainty as to the exact times the units 
failed within an interval. This type of data frequently comes from tests or 
situations where the objects of interest are not constantly monitored. If we 
are running a test on five units and inspecting them every 100 hours, we 
only know that a unit failed or did not fail between inspections. More 
specifically, if we inspect a certain unit at 100 hours and find it is 
operating and then perform another inspection at 200 hours to find that 
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the unit is no longer operating, we know that a failure occurred in the 
interval between 100 and 200 hours. In other words, the only information 
we have is that it failed in a certain interval of time. This is also called 
inspection data by some authors. 
Unit1 
Unit 2 
UnftS 
Unlt4 
Units 
Data WRh Intsrva) Censoring 
^ 
Failed 
< 
>>f ailed ^ 
• » 
Failed 
^ 
Failed 
•> 
Failed < 
< 
Time 
Censored Type II Data or Left Censored 
The third type of censoring is similar to the interval censoring and is 
called left censored data. In left censored data, a failure time is only 
known to be before a certain time. For instance, we may know that a 
certain unit failed sometime before 100 hours but not exactly when. In 
other words, it could have failed any time between 0 and 100 hours. This 
is identical to interval censored data in which the starting time for the 
interval is zero. 
We observe t^t^, ,/^, where r is specified in advance. 
The test ends at time T = t^ and {n-r) units have survived. Again we 
assume it is possible to observe the exact time of failure for failed units. 
Type II censoring has the significant advantage that u know in advance 
how many failure times your test will yield- this helps enormously when 
planning adequate tests. However, an open ended random test time is 
generally impractical from a management point of view and this type of 
censoring is rarely seen. 
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Unft1 
Data Wrth Left Censoring 
Fdited 
UnJt2 X Parted 
Unit 31 X Fa'l^ 
. . „ , Fafed 
Unrt4 
unft 61 x^B\m 
Time 
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CHAPTER-3 
A DYNAMIC BAYESIAN APPROACH TO INFERENCE FROM 
ACCELERATED FROM ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Accelerated life testings(ALT) are usually conducted at higher than 
normal stress levels, in order to induce failures. And it is often assumed 
that there is close relation between certain parameters of the life 
distribution and the stress level at which the experiment is conducted. 
However, because of the different effects on the failure mechanisms, this 
assumption is unreasonable in many practical situations. In this article, 
we relax this assumption to fit the data arising from an ALT, and we 
apply the Dynamic Bayesian method to inference from ALT, and then 
modify the method, which is proposed by Proschan and 
Singpurwalla(1980), of extrapolating the failure rate under the normal 
stress to the proportional hazards model. According to the results of 
simulation study and analysis of real data, the estimated failure rate, by 
our method, under the normal stress is more reasonable. 
In practice, accelerated life tests are frequently used to obtain information 
on the lifetime of those highly reliable items in an affordable amount of 
testing time. Most of the previous works on ALT specified that the failure 
times of the tested items that are under high IQVQI stresses to a parametric 
life distribution, and assumed that there is the functional form between 
the parameters of the failure time distribution and the applied stress. 
Typical studies are, Barlow and Scheuer(1971), Steck, Zimmer and 
Williams(1974), Nelson and Kielpinski(1976), Nelson and 
Meeker(1978), Meeker(1984), Mazzuchi and Singapurwalla(1988), 
Nelson(1990). Dynamic modeling in ALT has also been proposed and 
executed by Meinfold and Singpurwalla(1987), Blackwell and 
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Singpurwalla(1988). However, for practical consideration, there are also 
some studies such as Shaked, Zimmer and Ball(1979), Proschan and 
Singpurwalla(1980), Shaked and Singpurwalla(1983), Lin and Fei(1991) 
which proposed nonparametric approach to ALT, Proschan and 
Singpurwalla are probably the first to propose a simple relation among 
the failure rates and use it to extrapolate the failure rate under normal 
stress. In this article, we modify the idea and method of Proschan and 
Singpurwalla, and adopt the Bayesian viewpoint to incorporate prior 
information in to ALT. 
The test time is partitioned into several subintervals, and the failure 
rates in each subinterval are approximated by a constant. Under such a 
condition, the failure times are assumed to have piecewise exponential 
distribution. On the other hand, the prior information to the system 
equation of Dynamic Bayesian Models, which describe the change of 
failure rates in adjacent subintervals, is formulated. Combining the data 
and prior information , we can obtain the estimate of failure rates in each 
subinterval. Finally, we modify the Proschan and Singpurwalla's method 
to proportional hazards model and use it to extrapolate the failure rates 
under normal stress. 
At the last section of this article, we simulate the exponential and 
Weibull distribution, and assume the relation of parameter and stress is 
inverse power law. 
3.2 INFERENCES FROM ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS 
3.2.1 Notations 
Consider the ALT with m{> 2) higher stress ^ . j _ . The 
normal stress is denoted by S^ and S^ < 5, < < "^ "^  • For the terminal 
test time t*, we divide the time interval (0 ,^] into / subintervals 
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0 = TQ < r, < < T,_^ <Ti=f 
For each stress 5* , there are n items that are put on test to perform an 
ALT. Let T.,i = \, ,n ,j = l,...,m denote the failure times and 
suppose that T. are identically independent random variables with 
piecewise exponential distribution and denoted by 
r,=(T,„ ,r,^,)~/'£a'",r), 
where Z ^ = (/Ij^^ , /i5^0 be failure rate; 
Let Fj{t),f{t) are reliability and density function of PE{X^ , T ) , 
respectively. That is for / e (T._, , r ), / = 1,..., / 
F,(0 = 1-^.(0 = l-exp{-/l'^'(/-r,J} 
Assume T_j and T_j< are independent for 7 V 7 '= 1, , m. And let 
s.. denote the number of failures in time interval (r_, , T^ ] under stress 5", 
r denote the number ofatrisk(survivor) at time r_, under stress S \ 
A J. denote the index set of at risk at time r,_, under stress S \ 
tj.j^ denote the failure time which the item fails in (r,_,,r.] under 
S,,keA.,. 
(if the test item does not fail in ( r . , r ] , then / ..^  define to be r .) 
^jik = 1 
\,the test item fails in{Ti_i,Tj],underS .•; 
O,otherwise 
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Then we have 
keAji 
i = l ,f^j,J = h ,^ . 
When n items are put on test under stress S. till terminal time /*, we 
have the data T_j, and then the likelihood function L (A,^ ^Hj) can be 
decomposed into 
i,(l'"\I;) = n n [4"expMr'(?,.-r,,)}f^* 
;=) keAji 
[exp{-A;^'(r,-r,_,)}]""' 
= n[rr"exp{-X,"T[t^,-Tj} 
On the other hand, we adopt the Dynamic Bayesian Model and use 
system equation to formulate the prior information about the change of 
/IJ^V = I,'...J. Suppose the system equation is given by 
whereA;.=(/l|^Af\...,/i|"'0; 
D.(•) be a known mxm diagonal matrix; 
0)i={G). , ,0). ) be a random error term which is 
independent of A,_, with zero mean and covariance W.. 
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3.2.2 The procedure of analysis 
Suppose the failure rates A' =(/^-'\...,Ji]-'^),j = \,...m are 
mutually independent and /i!^•'^ has Gamma prior distribution with the 
liyper parameters are al''^ and y /^^ '. And we denote the prior distribution 
of /^-"^ as follows 
;7-(/li''\£„)~r(a,'",A,'"),y = I,-,m. 
Remarks: 
1. One can interpret E. as information set at time r which contain all 
the available information, / = 0,...,/. 
2. We can make a "best" guess of mean and standard deviation of failure 
rate /i^-'^ to determine a^^^ and /?/^' 
3. In general, there exists the following relation 
—7-< ' . „ , / = 1, m-l. 
The procedure of analysis is as follows: 
Step I: After time interval /, =(0,r ,] , we combine the likelihood 
function at this moment and prior distribution of /Ij''^  to obtain the 
posterior distribution that is denoted by 7r{?^^^ \ -^i) • Then 
lO) 
7t{x:>E,) L.{r T,).n{X,"\E,) 1(7) ]L{r'T,).n(X,-'E„)dX, :U) 
Integrating the denominator D we get 
0 *e/fyi Fa: 
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,(/), (y)i°i m"] U) D= /[i,'^']"' "''"exp{-^'"[I?,, +/?,''']}xl^iL_L^^^'^' 
Fa, U) 
^_ r ( . ^ , + o [^ o)] ,(7) 
"J 
?/,,,+y^> (y) 
\ .(/) ^yiS'^  Ya U) 
Now, 
(7)1«1 
^W1£,) = 
(7) 
r{s,+al'^) r/?(/)ri 01 ^1 
"7 (?'„. +A'") 
X 
[A"']' U) 
on^iW Fa, 0) 
^M"£,) = 
(J) , n, tij 
*=i ;t=l 
nsj^-^pn 
^(A U) U) 
•' k=l 
For squared error loss, we obtain the Bayes estimator of failure rate /ij-'^  
that is given by 
v(y). 
E(A") = 
(y)i«i [A'"] 
(y) 
j^'M'T"' - 'expH"[^;, . +/?<^>]}t^ L_L_rf^ .. 
Fa, 
'•"-exp{-^^'[^0„+/?,'"]} f^"']"' 
(y) 
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m')=^ TJT, ^ 
jyl+a,-''+l 
[10,.+^]""°'" 
Step 2: As time pass through the time interval I^ - (Tp'r2],the likelihood 
function is 
i;.(4'") = [4"rexp{-4'' 2 [t,,,-TMJ = \, ,m. 
keAj2 
From the posterior 7r{^^^\E^) that is obtained in step 1 and the system 
equation /^'' = dl'\Aj;^'^ + 0)^^'\WQ have 
keAj^ 
keAji 
where J^-^^(Ai) and W^^ are the yV/? diagonal element of matrix 
DziAi) and Wj, respectively. 
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Here, v^ e regard 7r{/^-^^\Ei) as the prior (for this time) distribution 
and use hnear Bayesian method that is proposed by West et <2/.(1985) to 
obtain the posterior distribution Ji2 
keAj2 
Thus the Bayes estimator of /I2 is 
pl- '!2llfJl ,--1 
keAj2 
Step 3: Continue the above process till time interval // =( r /_ i , r / ] . We 
can obtain the estimates A, =(^ , ,A;^')of^^\j = \,....m. 
3.2.3 Extrapolate the failure rates X- ,1 = 1, ,/ under normal stress 
To extrapolate the character of test items that are under normal 
stress is dangerous but unavoidable in ALT. In absence of any physical or 
engineering knowledge about the relationship between the failure rate and 
the corresponding stress, Proschan and Singpurwalla (1980) proposed a 
simple, reasonable relationship among the failure rates 
X^P = WQ + u^xf^ + + u^_xX^l^^ J = 1, / (1) 
where UQ, ,Uf„_\ are unknown weights that are independent of /. 
The least squared estimators UQ, ,M^_I of UQ,....,Ufyi_i can be 
obtained using A^I to substitute for /lp%y = l, ,m in equation (1). 
Then the estimators of the failure rates under stress 5*0,4 V - '^ '^  
are given by 
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A) ^ =UQ+UIA) ^ + + U^_iA) 
However, we find that i^ ^ that is calculated by Proschan and 
Singpurwalla's method may be negative or greater than i^ ^ in simulation 
study. These results are unreasonable, so we propose a new way of 
looking at equation (1). In fact, (1) can be extend to be 
00 
A^ (S) = J M(X)/^ {x)dx, for all t, S (2) 
And equation (2) imply that 
00 
ju{x)dx 
ltiS) = qe^ (3) 
v/here Q is a constant and depends only on time t. 
The model of equation (3) is proportional hazards model. 
According to this model, we modify equation to be 
zf^=uiZf-K + u^_iA\'^\i = \,....,l 
Now, we find the estimators wj, JW^-IO/M}, ,Um-\ ^V ^^^^^ 
squared method and then the estimators i j of /ij V' = l, ,/ are given 
by 
o(0) - 2(1) ^ ^ -^  ^m-l) 
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CHAPTER 4 
STEP-STRESS ACCELERATED LIFE TESTING 
FOR WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION WITH 
NON-CONSTANT SHAPE PARAMETER. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Accelerated life testing (ALT) procedures are used to get the quick 
information on the life distribution of highly reliable components. 
Because such testing are conducted at higher-than-normal levels of stress 
such as high temperature, voltage pressure, cycling rate etc. to induce 
early failures. Step-stress accelerated life tests (SSALT) are used to 
obtain much more quick information on the product life during a limited 
testing time since in this procedure and higher levels of stress are applied 
on the unfailed components. 
Most of the existing literature on SSALT; cf9Nelson(1980), 
Schatzoff and Lane(1987), Bhattacharya and Soejoeti(1989), 
Nelson(1990),Bai and Kim(1993), Tang et al.(1996) and Dharmadhikari 
and Rahman(2001), deal with the situations wherein the scale parameter 
of the Weibull distribution depends on the stress. 
However, as quoted by Cox and Cakes (1984, p.66), the 
accelerated stress may affect the scale as well as shape parameter of a 
Weibull distribution. Also it is known in metallurgy that the hardness of a 
shaft may be modelled using a random variable wherein the shape 
parameter of Weibull changes as Young's modulus changes; cf 
(Barlow(1998)). Further, for the same alloy, the Young's modulus 
changes as a ftinction of aging heat treatments. Hence the question of 
how to model the situation when the shape parameter of Weibull random 
variable changes as stress changes is of interest. 
The difficulty while dealing with 'changes in shape parameter' is 
that the MTTF of Weibull random variable is not monotonic function of 
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the shape parameter, say, p. Hence assuming ' (5' as a monotonia 
llinction of stress level T' will not reflect the reality. 
In this paper we assume that r(l + -^) is a monotonic function of 
the stress level 'F' to get around this problem. It helps us to visualize the 
MTTF as a i\inction of stress which is non-negative and monotonically 
decreasing function of stress. 
4.2 MODEL 
Suppose n components are kept on test at time 0 with stress level V\ 
and the experiment is continued till the prefixed time t\. At time t\ the 
stress level is increased to V^ on the unfailed components and the test is 
continued till all units fail. 
We assume that the life time distribution under stress level V\ is 
Weibull with scale parameter a and shape parameter y^ j of the form: 
/l(^) = ^ (^/'-^expKi^)A 
f{y> 
] 
a a a 
Further, we assume the effect of stress changes the shape parameter 
from pi to Pi. Therefore, under the step- stress setup, pdf of the 
assumed model is, 
'fx{y) if ^<y<tx 
Miiy) if y>h, 
where 
/2(>') = ^ (^ )^^- ' expKJ^)^^] . 
a a a 
and k has to be found out in such a way that /(.) is pdf. 
Let Fi(.),//i(.) and Fii-^Hii.) be the cdfs and Cumulative hazard 
functions corresponding to f\{.) and /2(.) respectively. 
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It can be noticed that f2{y) is the weighted verson of fi{y) defined by 
the weight function 
^ E{W(Y)) 
W{Y) = (^f2-/^^ exp[-(^)/^2 ^(Z)A] J^-^2(>-)]^2(;^) ^hich is 
a a a [^ - Fi{y)]Hi(y) 
the ratio of the weighted hazards, weight being the probabihty that, 
components survive at time y at respective levels. 
We see that k is the solution of the equation 
FiitO + k[\-F2{ti)] = l 
[l-F2(/i)] 
.exp[A)/^2_(fl)Aj 
a a 
Under step-stress setup cdf, survival function, hazard function and 
cumulative hazard function are the following: 
^X;^) = 
p{y> 
hiy) = 
l - e x p K ^ / i ] z/0<>;</i 
a 
l_^exp[-(^/2] if y^t^ 
a 
e x p K ^ / i ] ifO<y<t^ 
a 
/:exp[-A^2] if y^t^ 
a 
a a 
^(^/-^ ify>h 
(2.1) 
L a a 
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H{y) = 
(^/> if Q<y<t^ 
a 
I a 
Theorem l.Let X--W{a,fi\) and r~Fy( . ) is the form as in equation 
St St 
{\)fova>0,/32>Px>0, then X>Y, where X>Y denotes that X is 
greater than Y in the usual stochastic order. 
Proof. Let Fx (x) = 1 - exp[-(-)^i ] 
a 
For 0<x<ti,Fx{x) = FYiy). 
For x>ti, 
Fx(x) = l-exp[-(-/i] 
a 
Fy(x) = l -exp[(V^-(V'-(-)^2] 
a a a 
For p2> P\>^' one needs to prove that F;^ (x) < Fy (A;) . Now, 
X t\ 
— > — 
a a 
a a 
Again, 
a a 
a a 
a a a a 
a 
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a a a a 
cc a a « 
--^  1 - exp[(^)^2 _ (fl)A _ (i^)^2 J > 1 _ exp[-(^)^i ] 
a a a a 
^FX{X)<FY{X) 
St 
St 
Therefore for x>0,X>Y 
Hence the theorem. 
Suppose link function between MTTF and V is 
MTTF(V) = AV~\ (2.2) 
where A,b>0. Then MTTF is a decreasing function of V. 
We know that the MTTF of Weibull distribution with shape 
parameter fi and scale parameter a is, 
MTTF = ar{l + - ) . 
Therefore, 
ar{l + ^ ) = AV-^ (2.3) 
For common scale parameter, /3 depends on the stress V through the 
expression (3). 
Using equation (30 one may get, 
lnr(l + —) = a + bx- ln(a), 
where, a = \n{A), x = - l n ( F ) 
Note that one can not express j3 explicitly as a function of V. 
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4.3 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 
Suppose y\,y2, >>'«, are wj failure times at or before time ti and 
>'«i+l'>^«r+2' yn a^ ^ '^ 2 = « - « ! failure times beyond time ?]. 
The lilceliliood function I((2,y5i,/?2|>^1 J^ 2'••••>'«) = -^  takes the form, 
Since the explicit relationship between the shape parameter and the 
regression parameters a,h is not available, one can not express the above 
likelihood function in terms of a,b . therefore, we will go through the 
estimation procedure of a,fii and /?2 and after that we will estimate 
a,b using the invariance property of MLE. 
Accordingly, the log-likelihood function becomes, 
CB\^ " ' ^ - - ^ " ' ^ ' ' ^ yt 
\a ) i=\ i=\ a ) \a ) 
f., \P2 
+ (/?2-l) t 4-1- t N^«2 fu\P2 ft^\P^ 
\ccj 
InL = l^Ony l^ - M 4 - ( / ? ! -l)X(ln>^y - I n a ) - J ; 
/=1 /=lV « ) 
"1 ^Uv\^^ 
+ (/?2-l) l^{\nyi-\na)- J^ [^ 
/=«1+1 /=rt ,+A^^ 
+ «2 (f\Y^ fhY' 
\CCJ \cc) 
11 
The likelihood equations are: 
da a a^^^a) a ^ i=n^+\ -1 a) 
Pi 
+ 
«2 
«l 
a \a) a 
= 0 
3.rv..^^l 
in «2 In ^ 0 
\a) 
(y.\ d\nL _ «2 f .,.\P2 (.,. 
\a ) In v ^ y vary 
\h 
Inl^ = 0 
The likelihood equations are not in closed form. Therefore, analytic 
solutions are very difficult to obtain. For this purpose one has to employ 
numerical procedure to obtain the MLE of a,^\ and P2 • 
The Fisher information matrix is given by 
F -n 
^r/r* * 
For the derivation of Fisher information (FI), we will go through only 
with the log likelihood function for a single observation since there are n 
iid observations fi-om the pdf f{y). 
Let 
[1 if y<t^ 
[0 if y>t^ 
Then 
X = 
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E{x)^\.p{y<tx) + Q 
Then the log-hkehhood function for a single observation can be written 
as, 
/ = in(/(;;)) = xHfxiy)) + (i" xlHfiiy)) + Hk)] 
da a X 
- 1 + 
^,AA 
\ccj a 
'Px(h^^' Pi (u\Pl 
a \a) a \aj 
31 
dPx 
dl 
dPi 
= X A 
+ ln 
\a) 
^ r.A^^^ 
1-
yaj -(!-/] 
A 
In 
a ) 
= Z fi2 UJ - f ) h {aj In 
d'l P^ 
da a 
X i - ( A + i ; 
.cc) 
Px 
-O-j) h 
a 
•-(^2+l(f 
\Pl 
- ( i - ; r ) -
a 
\a) \a 
\P\ 
dH 1 
=-x dadpi a 
(if' 
KOCJ 
f 
l l + l n hi' 
\a) ~[i-x) 
a 
P\ 
l + inP-
\a) 
d^l 1 /. 
dadpi cc =-(i-;r)i-
(Lf' 1 + ln 
KCCJ 
+-(1-/1 
a 
1 + l n ^ 
\a) \oc) 
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d^l 1 
5A^  P\ X 
1 + 
a ^  
In 
Px 
(1-/) 
r.,^A^ ^ . , \ A ^ h In ^ '0 
dh 
= 0 
5A% 
a^/ 1 
dpi p^ (i-j) " ' ^ J 
3,/2r (.,\(^i^ 
In 
.^ 2^  
(l-X In r. /^  t 1 
After taking the expectations of the above negative second order 
derivatives of / and after some simplification the elements of the FI 
matrix for a single observation becomes, 
where 
a 
1 
'«A] 
^ 2 
'P\P\ 
a 
Pt 
ri(^) + ^exp ^ln(^) 
rife)-.4228 +(2^ 2 exp"^2in(^2) 
l -^"^ '+r2(A) + (2 e^xp-^ i(ln((2J,))^  
'PiPi'^^ 
'PxPi Pi 2L 
exp-<^ 2 + .8237 - r 2 f e ) - <^  exp-^2 (infe))^ 
r /W= Wlnz) '^ ^^2, / = 1,2, (l>i= - , (^ = ^/,^ft 
(2 
Therefore, the FI matrix for n observations is. 
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F = n 
^aa ^ocP\ ^ocp2 
'hh 
-1 :, Hence D = F is the variance-covariance matrix of (a, y^ i, y^ 2) 
where [d,^\,^2) ^^^ MLEs of {a,Pi,p2) 
As we mentioned earlier, the relationship between the shape 
parameter and stress is, 
f 
inr 1 + = a + bxi ~ \n{a) 
where x/=-In(P;), / = 1,2. Therefore, 
1 
b = (x2-xi) 
a = ln(a) + lnr 
Inr ^ . ' ^ 
V Pi 
- I n r \ . . ^ ' A 
1 + 
V 
]_ A 
-bx\ 
We see that a and Z? are the functions of a,P\ and >52.^ y ^^ e invariance 
property of MLE, the ML estimates of a and b are given by 
b = 1 
r / 
fe-^i) 
In((J) + lnr| 
Inr 1.4-
1 
/ 
- I n r 
^ 
1 + TT- - fal 
, A ' 
Suppose XQ =-ln(F()) is the transform used stress level, then the shape 
parameter /^Q corresponding to XQ may be estimated through the 
equation, 
/ 
Inr 1.4-
the equation, 
f 
Inr 1 
J 
corresponding to XQ may be estimated through 
= a + bxQ- \n{d) 1 + - ^ 
One needs to derive the expression for the variance-covariance matrix of 
[a,b,dj. Let 
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H = 
da db da 
dd 
da 
dA 
da 
dd 
db 
aA 
db 
dd 
dd 
dA 
dd 
dp 2 dPi ^h. 
0 
a 
X2 
{^1-^)P\ 
¥\ {x2-xx)Px 
-¥2 
a 
Px 
a 
where y/j is a digamma function defined by 
[x2-xM Pi . 
/ 
Wi^W 1.1 
Pi 
\ 
, i = \,2 
J 
and we have used the series expansion function as in Abromowitz and 
Stegun(1965,p.p.259) 
^(x) = ln(x)- 1 I 1 
+ 
1 
+ , 
^x I2x^ nOx"^ 252x^ 
A 
Therefore, by using delta method the estimated variance of a,b.d is given 
by 
Di=H'DH. 
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4.4 RELIABILITY AND PERCENTILE ESTIMATES WITH 
CONFIDENCE LIMITS AT USED STRESS LEVEL 
Suppose one wants to estimate the reliability of a component at 
time t at used stress level. Then the ML estimate of the reliability is 
given by ^( |^^ o) = ^^P dj 
Where /3Q and a have already been defined earlier. 
To knov/ the variance of R{t\xQ) first one needs to know the variance 
covariance structure of \PQ,a). 
We have, 
f 
inr 1 + = a + bxQ - \n{d) 
and 
d/^Q da 
/ / , = 
da 
d^O 
db 
% 
da 
da 
da 
db 
da 
da 
W a 
XQW XQO. 
--W 1 
. a 
where 
W^- P^ 
¥ 1 + A 
Therefore, 
Var[pQ,d)=H{biHi, 
Now by using delta method again we get 
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Var[R(t\xQ)\=H2Tar{fiQ,a)H2 
where 
//2=%o(|] ' 
- I n 
A 
L a 
A 
oc) 
Therefore, 
S.-E{R{t\xQ))={^ar[R{t\xQ)f 
Hence IQOyVo asymptotic confidence limits for R{t\xQj as given in 
Nelson (l 990, p.296) are. 
RL = R{t\xo i R{t\xo) + (l - R{t\xo ))exp 
Ru=R{t\xo) R{t\xo)+{l-R{t\xo))Qxp 
z^i,,y^S.-E(R{t\xo)) 
R{t\xol\-R{t\xQ)} 
Z(„,)/5'.^i?(^(^|xo))" 
/2 
%o)(i-%o)) 
n-1 
-1-1 
where Z{\+Y)/ is the 100(l + ;')/2th standard normal percentile. 
The estimate of 100 th percentile of WeibuU distribution at used 
stress level is denoted by f ^  and defined by 
ln(f^)=-l[ln(-ln(l-;7))] + ln(«) 
with 
Far(lnf^)=//3T«r(/^0.«K3' 
where 
84 
//3 = 
Inj-lnjl-p)} 
1 
a 
By the asymptotic normality assumption, the 100;^ % confidence limits 
for \n[Tp j are, 
ln{fp)±S.-E(ln[Tp])zur, 
where z\+y is defined earlier. Hence, the 100/% confidence Hmits for 
~2~ 
Tp are 
exp \n{Tp)±S.-E{\n(fp))z 
2 
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CHAPTER 5 
OPTIMUM CONSTANT- STRESS ACCELERATED 
LIFE- TEST PLANS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with optimal design of 4-level constant-stress 
accelerated life test plans with various censoring times. The optimum plans 
choose the stress levels, test units allocated to each stress, and censoring 
times to minimize the asymptotic variance of the MLE of the mean (log) 
life at design stress and test length. A FORTRAN-77 program was written to 
calculate the optimum plan. This paper compares the test plans with existing 
3-level test plans, and concludes that: 
• the mean number of failures at the 2 mid-stresses before the optimum 
censoring times are the least, and slightly greater than the prescribed 
least mean number of failures, 
• the censoring times at stresses except the lowest stress are almost 
equal, and much shorter than that at the lowest stress, 
• the test plans require a shorter test length than existing 3-level test 
plans to achieve the same precision, 
• the test plans are more robust than the 3-level best-compromise test 
plans. 
Constant stress accelerated life tests are widely used to save time and 
money. Many test plans use equally-spaced test stresses, each with the same 
number of test units. Such test plans are usually inefficient for estimating the 
mean (log) life at design stress. Refs[l-7] discuss optimum design of 
accelerated life test plans. Elson, Meeker, and other authors consider test 
plans statistically optimum when only 2 stress levels are used. They show 
how to decide the 2 stress levels and the number of test units allocated to 
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each stress. Although these plans are optimum, they are inefficient if the 
assumed values of unJmown parameters are mis-specified and/or the life 
distribution is in correctly assumed [8]. Therefore, the test plans are not 
robust. Using more stress levels improves the test-plan robustness. Thus, 3-
level test plans have been devised [5,6,8,9]. These plans sacrifice some 
precision, but increase the ability to detect departure from the assumed 
stress-life model. 
Life tests are often conducted not only for estimating the mean 
(log) life at design stress, but also for defining the relationship between 
product performance and stress. For some products, the such relation ship is 
complicated, eg, there have 4 unknown parameters to be estimated firom the 
data. For example, an unknown parameters to be estimated fi"om the data. 
For example, an electromagnetic relay needs estimates of the mean log life 
at design temperature and the relationship between contact resistance and 
temperature at some given times. The relationship can have 4 unknown 
parameters which depend on the material of the substrate- film and the 
material, cross- section size, structure, and deformation of the reed[ll]. To 
determine the 4 parameters, there should be at least 4 temperature stress 
levels. 
Nelson, Meeker, and other authors [1-9] choose equal censoring 
times at each stress level. This practice does not completely cover field 
applications. A censoring time that is long enough to yield sufficient failures 
at the lowest stress is too long at the highest stress. The accuracy of 
estimators fi^om a test plan with a common censoring time is less than that 
fi-om a test plan with several censoring times, if the total censoring times of 
test plans are made equal (shown in section 7). This paper uses a longer 
censoring-time at low stress than at high stress 
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The purpose of this paper is to devise 4-levei test plans that simultaneously: 
• minimize the asymptotic variance of the MLE of the mean log(life) at 
design stress, 
• minimize time length, 
• obtain sufficient robustness. 
Nomenclature 
• Test length. The maximum clock time from the beginning of the test 
to the truncation of the test. 
Acronyms & Abbreviations 
A Var asymptotic variance(s) 
3 - level 3-level best-compromise 
MLE maximum likelihood estimate(s) 
Notation 
n sample size 
S transformed stress 
Sj;),Sff S for [design, highest test stress] 
/• 1,2,3,4: index, implies stress level / 
^,^/ transformed stress factor; ^i > ^ 2 > ^ 3 > ^ 4 "^  ^ 
4 
TTj proportion of units tested at ^y; ^  ^/ = 1 
/=1 
Vi > ^D censoring time at [ ^/, design stress] 
aj,b standardized [censoring time at ^/, slope] 
Pj Cdf that units tested at /^ fail before TJJ 
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F Fisher information matrix for the plan with a sample of 
n s -independent observations 
//, a [location, scale] parameter 
f^D' /^H /^  f"^^ [design, highest test stress] 
€ iteration precision 
A Var{] asymptotic variance implies the MLE. 
5.2. ASSUMPTIONS, TEST PROCEDURE, ESTIMATION 
METHOD 
5.2.1 Assumptions 
1. The (log)times of test units to failure are 5-independently 
distributed with a specified location-scale family of distributions. 
2. The scale parameter does not depend on the stress level. 
3. The location parameter is a linear function of transformed stress: 
n{s) = a + p.S\ (2-1) 
a,p axe unknown parameters to be estimated from test data. 
5.2.2 The Test Procedure 
1. The test uses 4 stress levels. 
2. The units allocated to /^ are tested simultaneously until rjj. 
3. The highest test stress is specified. 
4. The test stresses are above the specified design stress. 
5.2.3 Estimation Method 
MLE are used for reasons in [3,4]. Nelson [6] presents MLE theor>', 
And estimates a,/3,(T for the simple linear 5-normal model. These 
parameters for the simple linear lognormal & Weibull models can be 
estimated in a similar way. 
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5.3 ASYMPTOTIC-VARIANCE CALCULATIONS FOR MLE 
5.3.1 Mean Life of Normal Distribution at Design Stress 
^ " ASD-SH)' ^' ^ 
Eq(2-1) is rewritten: 
4r)=/o+ri-^' (3-2) 
ro = «^  + A% =>"//' 
The Fisher information matrix for the plan with a sample of ns-
independent observations at 4 stress levels is: 
4 
F = nY,7ti.Fi, (3-3) 
3 
/=! 
/^ •= Fisher information matrix for 1 observation at ^f 
The Fisher information matrix has been developed a [1,2,6] for an 
observations at a stress level. Eq (3-3) becomes: 
M = a 3x3 matrix. 
4 
/=i 
4 
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^33 = I^/CfcX 
1=1 
Mn =M2i = Y^i^iACi), 
1=1 
i=\ 
4 
^(") ^ S^Mfi^) ~ gaud{u).[u - gauhr(u)] 
2 
B{u) = -gaud{u).[l + u - u.gauhr{u)] 
2 
C{u) = lgauf{u) - u.gaud{u).[l + u - u.gauhr(u)] 
gaud(.), gauf(.), gauhr(.) are the pdf, Cdf, and hazard rate of the standard 
s -normal (Gaussian) distribution. 
A Var {MLE of the mean life at design stress (^ = l)} is: 
AVar{fi{})}^[\ 1 0]F"^[1 1 O) 
(.2 A G 
n 
(^n+242+^22)/M (3-4) 
A\ j = A/22 -^33 ~ •''^23' 
^^ 22 = ^ 1 1 - ^ 3 3 - ^ 1 3 ' 
^33 = ^ 1 1 - ^ 2 2 - ^ i 2 ' 
Ayi SM13.A/23 -M]2.Af33, 
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^13 =Ml2.M23 -M22.M13, 
A22 = Ml 3 .M] 2 - Ml I .M23, 
\M\ - M] 1 .M22 .M33 + 2Mi 2 .M23 .Ml3 - M22 -Ml 3 
-M33.MJ2-^lI-^23' 
|M| denotes the determinant of M. 
5.3.2 Mean Log Life of Lognormal Distribution at Design Stress 
Eq (3-4) can be used to calculate the AVar of the MLE of the mean 
log life of the lognormal distribution at design stress by replacing rj^ with 
Infe). 
5.3.3 Mean Log Life of Weibull Distribution at Design Stress 
If r has a Weibull distribution with shape parameter m and scale 
parameter S then T = ln(F) has the smallest extreme value distribution: 
Cdf{t;/i,c7} = \ - exp(- exp((/ - //)/^)), (3-5) 
// = ln(4 cr = y^-
For (3-5), the calculation of the AVar of the MLE of the mean life 
(say, tQ 43) at design stress is similar to that in section 3.1: 
^^^'•{443(0}=[l 1 -0.57722]^-^! 1 -0.57722} 
f^2A 
V n 
f^l 1+^22+2^12+0-33318^33' 
^_ 1.15444^^3-1.15444^23 (3-6) 
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A(u) = W{u), 
B{u)= r \n{w).w.Qxp{-w)dw +^'{u).u.exp{u) 
C{u) ^ ^(w) + ^'^^''\n^{w).w.QX^{-w)dw + ?(M).w2.exp(M). 
^(•) is the Cdf of the standard smallest extreme-value distribution. 
Because r = ln(r), .4 Far {^Q 43(1)} is the AVar of the MLE ofthe mean log 
life ofthe Weibull distribution at design stress. 
5.3.4 Common Expressions ofthe AVar of MLE of Mean(Log)Life at 
Design Stress. 
For convenience (3-4) & (3-6) are written as a common formula: 
MX) = r_2 
n 
+ ^ • ^ 3 3 (3-7) 
X = {XX,X2,XT,,X^,X^,X^,X'I,X^,X<)) 
= (^1,^2'^3'^1'^2'^3'^1'^2'^3)-
For the 5-normal and lognormal distributions, ^Q =^0 =^0 =^- ^^^ ^^ 
Weibull distribution, AQ=BQ=-\.\5444, CQ = 0.33318. 
5.4 OPTIMIZATION MODELS AND THEIR USE 
5.4.1 Optimization Models 
Optimization models consist of the objective function and the 
constraints. The decision variables ;ci, ,^9 are chosen through an 
appropriate optimization algorithm. 
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5.4.1 Objective function 
The optimization purpose here is simultaneously to minimize: 
• AVar of the MLE of the mean (log)life at design stress 
• test length. 
The first represents the precision of an estimator and is formulated as (3-7). 
4 
The second characterizes the main cost of performing a test and is VT// . 
7 - 1 
Since «4 is prespecified, the partial test length which can be optimally 
chosen is characterized by rjj (/ = 1,2,3): 
3 
fim^Tvi (4-1) 
/=i 
Choose the objective function: 
/ m - f ^ 2 ) - / l W + (0-^Wz))-/2W 0<C<1. (4-2) 
C is a v^eight-factor, determined according to needs of the plan designer. 
For high accuracy, choose C > 1/2. For short test length, choose C < 1/2. If 
they are equally important, choose C = 1/2. 
If C = l, then the objective function is composed only of the AVar. 
This objective function was used in [1-8], The optimum plans make the 
A Far very small and the test length very long, because the censoring times, 
except the one at the highest stress, are not pre-specifled here in this paper. 
If C = 0, the objective function is composed only of the partial test 
length. The optimum plans make the test length very short and the AVar 
very large. 
Saaty [10] shows how C can be determined; the special cases of 
C = 0 or C = 1 are not available here. 
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5.4.1a Constraint conditions 
The Xf (i = 1,....9) should satisfy the constraints: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
0<Xj <l,/ = l,2,....,6 
3 
;<:4 > ^5 > x^ 
Xj > Xg> Xg> 7/4 
n-Xj-pi>MMNF, / = 1,2,3 
/ 
1-
V 
3 ^ 
"Z^/ 
/=i ; 
6. «• -2^x/ -p^yMMNF, 
I 1 J 
MMNF = 10, and is the minimum mean number of failures. 
Constraints #ltoM are straightforward. The specified MMNF in 
constraints #5 & #6 is somewhat arbitrary, but intuitively appealing. 
Another suitable number can be specified [5] but there are cost, time, and 
precision implications that must be considered. 
5.4.1b Common Expression of Optimization Models 
Based on (3-7), (4-1), (4-2) and the constraints in section 4,1,2, a 
common model for designing the optimum test plans for any distribution is: 
+{i-c)rx, 
-Xj <0,/ = 1, ,6,;Xj-\<0,/ = 1,...,6; 
1<0; 
f 3 ^ 
Z^'/ 
V/=i ; 
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.Xj.pj<0, i = 1,2,3; 
10-n 
( 
1-
V 
3 ^ 
"S^/ 
/=! ; 
,/74<0. 
5.4.2 Mathematical Treatment of Optimization Models 
To treat (4-3) with an unconstrained optimization algorithm, the 
model is transformed into an unconstrained extreme-value problem with 
sequential unconstrained minimization technique (SUMT) extra-node 
method [11,12]: 
'" 6 / 
mmx{H(X,r)) = f{x) + r. H-max 
(( 3 ^ 
2^ (max^ (- Xf ,0) + max^ (x/ - l,0)j 
+ max (x5 - X4,0) + max (xg - X5,0) + max (^ 3 - xy ,0) 
+ max (x9 - xg ,0) + max (774 - X9,0) 
-1,0 
Z max (10 - n.xi .pj ,0) + max' 
/=1 
f f 3 ^ ^ 
10 ~n. 
V /=i ; 
•P4,^ 
Notation 
H{X,r) penalty function, 
r penalty factor, 
max (•) [niax(-)] . 
H{X,r) = f{x) when X satisfies the constraints. 
(4-4) 
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Algorithm 
1. Input the initial value of Z(say,Zo) and the values of 
2. Find the approximately optimal value of X(say, Xj) by minimizing 
f(X) and satisfying the constraints through the adaptive step-size random 
research method [13]. 
3. Let XQ - Xi and r = rQ(a specified value). 
4. Find the optimal value of X(say, Xj) of the unconstrained optimization 
problem (4-4) with the improved value XQ and KQ through the nonlinear 
simplex method [11,12]. 
5 jf L <. I) /v 04\ . , . <e and the constraints are satisfied, go to step 
7. 
6. Let XQ -X[ and rQ=k-rQ where k>l; goto step4. 
7. OutiDUt X], which is the optimal value of X in (4-3) 
5.5 PRE-ESTIMATING UNKNOWN PARAMETERS 
The cr,fi£),jUfj'm (4-3) are unknown. Before optimization they must 
be estimated using experience , similar data, a preliminary test, or Bayes. 
Even a test plan based on inaccurate values is generally better than one 
devised by other common means [2]. 
A step-stress test is competitive if a preliminary test is necessary. I 
believe that <T can usually be approximated by experience because it does 
not change much when the product is partially improved. 
A new method is presented for pre-estimating jujy by reliability 
prediction, such as Mil-Hdbk-217E[14]. Assume that the failure rate, Xj), of 
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a product at design stress is approximately constant. Using the handbook, 
predict /l^ and use V. as the mean Hfe. Then, 
fiQ - Yi > for the s -normal distribution, 
2 fij^ = -\n{/if))- 0.5cr , for the lognormal distribution, 
jUf) = -ln(A^.r(l + yj), for the Weibull distribution. 
Choose: 
774 in terms of cr & juj^ so that P4 «1. 
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